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An experimental investigation was carried out on the effects of high liquid viscosities on slug length in a 11 
0.0762,m ID horizontal pipe using air,water and air,oil systems with nominal viscosities ranging from 12 
1.0,5.5 Pa.s. The measurements of slug length were carried out using two fast sampling gamma 13 
densitometers with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. The results obtained show that liquid viscosity has 14 
a significant effect on slug length. An assessment of existing prediction models and correlations in the 15 
literature was carried out and statistical analysis against the present data revealed some discrepancies, 16 
which can be attributed to fluid properties in particular, low viscous oil data used in their derivation 17 
Hence, a new high viscous oil data presented here from which we derive a new slug length correlation 18 
was derived using dimensional analysis. The proposed correlation will improve prediction of slug length 19 
as well as provide a closure relationship for use in flow simulations involving heavy oil. This is important 20 
since most current fields produce highly viscous oil with some reaching 10 Pa.s. 21 
High viscosity oil, gamma densitometer, slug length, translational velocity, two phase flow. 22 
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The simultaneous flow of gas and liquid in pipelines occurs in many industrial applications which 25 
includes the production and transportation of oil and gas from wells. Slug flow is acknowledged as one 26 
of the most commonly observed flow patterns for horizontal and near horizontal pipes in operation. This 27 
flow pattern is characterized by the intermittent flow of liquid slugs through the whole cross,sectional 28 
area of the pipe separated by elongated gas bubbles. A combination of the liquid slugs and the 29 
elongated gas bubbles form what is called a slug unit schematically shown in Fig.1. On account of their 30 
practical relevance, intermittent flows have lately been investigated both theoretically and 31 























With the rapid depletion of conventional oil reserves (i.e. those of low to medium viscosity) due to 34 
increased energy demands, heavy oil has become a major constituent of unconventional fossil fuel 35 
resources. Other unconventional oil sources are tar sands, bitumen, tight gas, coalbed methane (CBM), 36 
shale gas, and methane hydrates and together, they constitute a major part of overall global oil 37 
resources as illustrated in Figure 2. Conventional crude oil accounts for only 22% of current known 38 
reserves. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to study the behaviour and characteristics of highly 39 
viscous oils especially their multiphase flow characteristics since they are produced along with water, 40 
gas, and other production fluids.  41 
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The literature is replete with studies (Ouyang and Aziz, 2000; Santim et al., 2017; Thaker and Banerjee, 44 
2015; Abdul,Majeed, 1996, 2000) focusing on air,water two,phase flows. A handful of these studies 45 
(Abdulkadir et al., 2016; Al,Safran et al., 2015; Al,Safran, 2009a) address mainly the flow behaviour of 46 
medium viscosity liquids (i.e. viscosity < 1 Pa.s). However, there is a severe dearth of studies and data 47 
addressing high viscosity oils (i.e. viscosity > 1 Pa.s). We briefly review some of some these studies in 48 





Pioneering research work was conducted by Weisman et al., (1979) on the effects of fluid properties on 52 
two phase flow pattern transition. The investigation was carried out in a 6.1,m long horizontal pipe with 53 
internal diameter of 0.012 ,0.05,m. Air and water,glycerol mixtures with liquid viscosity range of 0.075,54 
0.150 Pa.s were used as the test fluids. It was concluded that the effects of liquid viscosity on the 55 
observed flow pattern transitions were negligible.  56 
Andritsos et al., (1989) experimentally studied the effects of liquid viscosity on gas,liquid slug flow 57 
initiation in 0.0252,m and 0.0953,m ID horizontal pipes. A mechanism for viscous liquids was proposed 58 
noting that that slugs arise from small,wavelength Kelvin,Helmholtz (KH) waves. The proposed 59 
mechanism was reported to have shown a good agreement with experimental results. 60 
Contrary to the findings of (Weisman et al., 1979), (Nadler and Mewes, 1995) conducted an 61 
experimental investigation in a 0.059,m ID horizontal pipe to study the effects of liquid viscosity on the 62 
phase distribution of slug flow. They noted that the average liquid holdup within the slug unit and the 63 






















experimental study was from 0.014 , 0.037 Pas with the other fluid physical properties being kept 65 
constant. 66 
Gokcal (2006, 2008) studied the effects high liquid viscosities on two phase flow slug features; slug 67 
translational velocities, drift velocity, slug length and slug frequency. His investigation was conducted in 68 
a 0.0508,m ID horizontal flow loop of 19,m long for which oil viscosity ranging from 0.18,0.587 Pa.s and 69 
air were used as experimental test fluids. New closure relationships for the prediction of the slug flow 70 
features taking into account viscosity effects were proposed. Using the same test facility and 71 
experimental flow conditions, further work on two phase slug flow in high viscosity liquids was 72 
conducted by  Al,Safran, (2009b, 2009a) and (Kora et al., 2011). While Al,Safran, (2009b and 2009a) 73 
developed new correlations for the prediction of slug liquid holdup and slug frequency, Kora et al. (2011) 74 
proposed a correlation from dimensional analysis for the prediction of slug liquid holdup in horizontal 75 
pipe.  76 
Additional works on  high viscous liquids in horizontal pipes were conducted by (Foletti et al., 2011; and 77 
Farsetti et al., 2014).  While (Folettiet al.(2011) experiment were conducted using oil viscosity of 0.896 78 
Pa.s in a 0.022,m ID, Farsetti et al. (2014) used an inclinable rig with 0.028,m ID using oil viscosity of 79 
0.9 Pa.s. Both studies presented new data,sets on high,viscosity oil multiphase pipe flows which were 80 
compared with those from several empirical and theoretical models. The results of comparison were 81 
found to exhibit some discrepancies. 82 
More recently, experiments were carried out using relatively high liquid viscosity ranging from 0.07 – 7.0 83 
Pa.s by (Zhao et al., 2015; Zhao, 2014) and ( Archibong, 2015).  Their studies were conducted in both 84 
0.0762,m ID horizontal pipe and 0.025,m ID inclinable test facility. Based on their investigation, a 85 
dominant intermittent flow region as viscosity increases was observed. While  Zhao (2014) developed a 86 
correlation for the prediction of slug frequency, Archibong (2015) developed correlations for the 87 
prediction of slug frequencies, slug liquid holdup and distribution parameter . 88 
The most intrinsic and significant parameters associated with slug flow pattern are the gas and liquid 89 
phase distribution, gas bubble and liquid transit frequency and size (i.e. slug length), the velocity of 90 
liquid and its fluctuating components, the turbulent transport characteristics of interfacial mass and 91 
energy. However, slug length is the most critical slug flow characteristics needed for proper design and 92 
safe operation. For example, average slug length is important and preferred (over slug frequency) as 93 
an input parameter in mechanistic models to predict liquid holdup and pressure gradient.  Furthermore, 94 






















erosion and corrosion, pipeline structural instability, as well as production loss and poor reservoir 96 
management due to unpredictable wellhead pressures. 97 
It has been reported by (Cook and Behnia, 2000) that slug length characterised by intermittency and 98 
irregularity are significant for two reasons. The first been its need as a closure relation for the 99 
calculations of liquid holdup and pressure drop by existing mechanistic models such as those of (Dukler 100 
and Hubbard, 1975; Taitel and Barnea, 1990). Secondly and most importantly, the statistical distribution 101 
of slug length is needed by a pipeline designer for the design of slug catcher and top side processing 102 
equipment.  A number of researchers (Romero et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2006; Barnea and Taitel, 1993; 103 
Heywood and Richardson, 1978) have reported that liquid slug lengths are constant for over a wide 104 
range of mixture velocities for in horizontal pipelines. A summary of measured slug lengths by different 105 
researchers is presented Table 2 below. 106 
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Considerable  number of models have been developed for the prediction of slug length from 108 
different experimental data source, ranging from simple correlations like those proposed by (Brill et al., 109 
1981; Norris, 1982; Scott et al., 1989; Gordon and Fairhurst, 1987; Losi et al., 2016 and Al,safran et al., 110 
2011) to more intricate ones like that by (Wang, 2012). Slug length as estimated by the existing 111 
prediction correlations as presented in Table 3 below are expressed by a limited number of flow 112 
parameters such as pipe diameter and mixture velocity. However, recent investigations as carried out 113 
by (Zhao, 2014; Baba, 2016; Archibong, 2015; Gokcal, 2006; Al,Safran et al., 2015)  have shown that 114 
the pipe length and diameter, densities and most importantly the viscosities of the liquid phase 115 
considerably influence slug flow characteristics. liquid viscosity effects of on slug length have been 116 
investigated by (Al,safran et al., 2011; Wang, 2012; Gokcal, 2008 and Losi et al., 2016). All these 117 
authors have unanimously concluded that slug length has significant dependency on the liquid viscosity 118 
and decreases with increase in liquid viscosity. In addition, these studies are however all limited to 119 
viscosity range less than 1.0 Pa s and were conducted in smaller diameter pipelines making it 120 
imperative for further investigation. 121 
The present study provides new experimental dataset for high viscosity oil,gas two,phase flow for 122 
oil viscosity ranging from 1.0 – 5.5 Pa. s. This compliments and extends the viscosity range of existing 123 
works (as highlighted in Table 1). Furthermore, we propose a new closure relationship for the prediction 124 
of slug length in horizontal pipe. To achieve this, data collected from the Heavy Oil 3,inch Test Facility 125 
of the Oil & Gas Engineering Centre, Cranfield University and the published data of (Gokcal, 126 






















the literature and data on heavy oil as well as provide a new phenomenological based closure 128 
relationship for highly viscous oil flow simulations. Additionally, more and more companies are 129 
extracting from more unconventional reserves and the information on slug length will help to design 130 
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Slug flow is generally classified as hydrodynamic slugging or terrain slugging (severe slugging). 134 
For horizontal or nearly horizontal pipes, though slugs can be generated due to pigging and ramping up, it 135 
is generally accepted that the onset of slugging is caused by two mechanisms; the natural growth of 136 
interfacial instabilities of gas liquid interface of stratified flow (44)5 6#
 7and/or 137 
the accumulation of liquid at valleys of hilly terrain,induced pipelines characterized with sections of 138 
different inclinations, widely known as  
%. (Lin and Hanratty, 1987 and Woods et al., 139 
2006)have also noted wave coalescence at high gas flow rates in horizontal pipes as an important 140 
mechanism in the formation of slug. Taiteland Dukler.(1976) reported that 5 6 instability 141 
drives a continuous growth of a small,amplitude long wave into a fully formed slug. 142 
A number of researchers have reported the mechanisms connected with slug initiation and the 143 
criteria necessary for the transition of stratified to slug flow ranging from very comprehensive 144 
investigations such as the works of  (Taitel and Dukler, 1976; Kordyban and Ranov, 1970; Wallis and 145 
Dodson, 1973; Ujang et al., 2006 and Lin and Hanratty, 1986) to preliminary work like (Dinaryantoa et 146 
al., 2017; Thaker and Banerjee, 2015). A summary of slugging criteria based on the instability analysis 147 
as reported by these researchers is presented in Table 4. However, it is important to note that the 148 
above mentioned slug initiation mechanism from stratified flow have not been validated with high 149 
viscosity liquid (i.e. viscosity > 0.6 Pa.s). Zhao (2014), Archibong (2015) and Baba (2016) etc. reported 150 










Two important concepts in slug flows are the shedding rate and pick,up rates. On the basis of shedding 155 
and “pick,up” processes, slug flow can be classified into three. Firstly, when the pick,up rate is larger 156 
than the rate of shedding Under such conditions, the resulting slug experiences continuous growth. 157 






















fully developed as such the slug length stabilises. However, when the rate of pick,up is less than that of 159 
the shedding rate, the slug under this condition dissipates. This third condition better explains the 160 
characteristics of slug length for very viscous liquids in which shedding exceeds pick,up. A reason for 161 
this occurrence could be the increased forces of cohesion as viscosity increases.  To gain insight on 162 
the interaction between the film and the slug front, A physical model for minimum slug length was 163 
developed by (Dukler and Hubbard, 1975) based on the interaction between the film and slug front 164 
simulated in a conduit flow into a large reservoir as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). With the separation of liquid 165 
from the film to the slug front, a recirculation process is achieved. This is formed between the 166 
separation point and a reattachment point also known as the slug mixing zone. The author noted that 167 
the minimum stable slug length in horizontal pipes were 20D though, their experimental data showed 168 
slug lengths were in the range of 20,40D. 169 
According to researchers such as (Barnea and Brauner, 1985 and Taitel et al., 1980), a minimum slug 170 
length of 32D was obtained from experimental investigation in a horizontal test facility. Two 171 
hydrodynamic parameters according to their model can be deduced to control minimum stable slug 172 
length; the film height and the length of the slug,mixing zone. The effects of liquid viscosity is observed 173 
to affect both parameters as noted by (Al,safran et al., 2013). The author proposed a physical model for 174 
high,viscous,liquid slug as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) in which the height of the film in front of the slug is 175 
thick, suggesting a shorter mixing region and a reattachment distance resulting in shortened slug length 176 











The experimental setup used for this investigation as shown in the schematics presented in Fig. 4 is 186 
located at the Oil and Gas Engineering Centre Laboratory of Cranfield University.   The experimental 187 
flow facility is comprised of the following core sections: the fluid (oil, air and water) handling section, test 188 






















flow test facility consists of a 0.0762,m,ID horizontal pipe built using transparent Perspex pipe with an 190 
L/D ratio of 223. Researchers like (Baba, 2016; Baba et al., 2017; Archibong, 2015; Okezue, 2013 and 191 
Zhao, 2014;) have previously used this facility for related study. 192 
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193 
Mineral oil (i.e. CYL680) used as the liquid phase is stored in a steel tank of 2,m3 capacity. It is fed into 194 
the main test line through a T,junction (See Fig. 5) using a Progressive Cavity Pump (PCP). Metering of 195 
the oil flow rate is done using a commercial Coriolis flow meter with an accuracy of ±0.035% at the 196 
inlet. Prior to an experiment, a recirculation of the oil in the tank is done via a by,pass aimed towards 197 
achieving a uniform oil viscosity. A refrigerated bath circulator manufactured by Thermal Fisher is used 198 
for regulating the temperature of the oil. The temperature range of the circulator is from 0 to +50 °C, 199 
with an accuracy of ± 0.01 °C., The oil contained in the tank is either cooled or heated to a desired 200 
temperature over a period of time by virtue of changing the temperature of the glycol and hence 201 
viscosity of the liquid contained in the tank.  It is worth noting that though the mineral oil (CYL680) used for 202 
this investigation were specified by manufacturers, there was need to validate their claims before commencing 203 
experimental runs. The viscosity of the oil was measured in the laboratory and the result compared well with 204 












A 2.5,m3 cylindrical tank is used for storage of water at room temperature supplied from a tap in the 211 
laboratory. A variable speed progressive cavity pump (PCP) with maximum capacity of 2.1 m3/hr and a 212 
maximum discharge pressure of 10 barg is used for pumping the water into the 3,inch test facility. The 213 
rate of water flow is metered using an electromagnetic flow meter with a range of 0–21 m3/hr. 214 
Air is used as the gas phase was supplied from a screw compressor with a maximum supply capacity of 215 
400 m3/hr. In order to avoid pulsating supply of air to the test facility, the air from the compressor is first 216 
discharged into a 2.5,m3 air tank before delivery to the test line where it is regulated to about 7 barg. 217 
The flow rates of air were metered using two flow meters: 0.5,inch vortex flowmeter and 1.5,inch vortex 218 
flow meter, ranging from 0–20 and 10–130 m3/h respectively.  It is filtered then injected into the main 219 
test line using a 2,inch steel pipe about 150 pipe diameters upstream of the test facility’s observation 220 
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The test measurement/observation section is located 14,m downstream from the test fluid inlet pipe. 223 
The mixture of the two phase flow (i.e. oil and gas) is achieved at the T,junction upon injection through 224 
V4 and V6 as shown in Fig. 5. This is the point where the multiphase flow starts to develop. 225 
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The separator, gamma densitometer (described in details in 2.3 below) and the heater/chillers (earlier 227 
described in 2.1.1) are the three main unit operations equipment used in the for this investigation. The 228 
separator positioned at the end of the pipeline is a rectangular shaped steel tank with viewing windows 229 
is used for the collection and separation of the multiphase fluid into phases. The test fluids are allowed 230 
to settle for 48 hours. Air is vented to the atmosphere, Oil and water are transferred to their respective 231 
storage thanks and reused.  232 
The temperature of the test fluids is measured using a J,type thermal couples with an accuracy of 233 
±0.1oC placed at different locations along the test line. while differential pressure transducers installed 234 
at 4,m and13,m downstream of the test line were used for pressure measurement.  Acquired data from 235 
the temperature sensors, flowmeters and differential pressure transducers are saved to a Desktop 236 
Computer using a LabVIEW,based system. This system comprised of a National Instruments (NI) USB,237 
6210 connector board interface that output signals from the instrumentation using BNC coaxial cables 238 
connected the desktop computer. 239 
% % &8240 
A summary of the experimental test fluid properties and the adopted test matrix used for this 241 
investigation are presented in Table 5. The uncertainties in the measurement of superficial gas and 242 
liquid velocities, liquid hold and viscosities as presented in Table 6 were obtained based on 243 
manufacturers’ specification of flow meters, viscometer, and gamma sensor. This is in agreement with 244 
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A fixed single beam gamma densitometer as illustrated in Fig. 7 was used for the measurement of the 251 
phase fraction. This is comprised of a single energy source block and a Sodium Iodide (NaI) scintillation 252 
radiation detector. A 5.5 Gigabecquerel (GBq) Caesium,137 radioisotope is contained in the source 253 
block housed within a lead radiation protection shield and further encased in stainless steel. The 254 
Caesium,137 radioisotope in the instrumentation is a dual,energy source emitting gamma rays in two 255 
broad photon energy levels; the gamma radiation transmitted is the source of the 662,keV high,energy 256 
level while scattered gamma radiation is the source of the lower energy level range of 100 keV–300 257 
keV. At a sampling rate of 250 Hz, the sodium iodide (NaI) scintillation radiation detector was used to 258 
measure two separate sets of gamma attenuation data for the high and low energy levels. A proprietary 259 
Data Acquisition System (DAS) was used for voltage signal acquisition and a ICP i,7188 programmable 260 
logic controller which is used to convert the raw voltage to gamma counts signals (i.e. counts are the 261 





Eq. (1) below represents the Beer,Lambert equation used for linear attenuation coefficients 266 
computation and hence, the liquid holdup. For an empty pipe, the gamma radiation beam’s intensity 267 
remains unchanged inside the pipe because is virtually zero in comparison.  268 






= average gamma count obtained from liquid,gas mixture in the pipeline 270 
= average calibration gamma count obtained for empty pipe (i.e.100% Air) 271 
= average calibration gamma count obtained for pipe containing pure liquid 272 9Liquid Hold Up 273 
A typical plot from of the Gamma Densitometer liquid holdup time series exhibits an intermittent 274 
behaviour for slug flow as presented in Fig. 8 characterized by crests and troughs. While the trough 275 
region is suggestive of the passage of liquid slugs, the crest regions are indicative of the slug film 276 






















(see Fig. 9) downstream of the oil injection point were used for the slug translational velocity data 278 










From Figure, if the distance between the two gamma densitometers is represented by ∆ and 286 
assuming the arrival time of the slug front at first and second gamma densitometers are denoted by T1 287 
and T2 respectively, obtained by virtue of the passage of a slug body through the cross sectional area 288 
of the pipe where the gamma detectors are located. Then the translational velocity is given by; 289 
 = ∆ 	 −        (2) 
Slug length is obtained by multiplying the time difference between the period of passage of the slug 290 
body through the two gamma densitometer and the translational velocity of the slug obtained from Eq. 291 
(2). Therefore slug length ,  292 
 =  ×       (3) 
where  is the time or temporal lag between the signals registered by the two densitometers. It is 293 
obtained by cross,correlation and explained in section 2.5.  Owing to the randomness in the gamma 294 
photon emissions obtained from the source (i.e. caesium,137), there was a need to determine the 295 
statistical uncertainty in the gamma beam measurements. The uncertainty in this case is inversely 296 
proportional to the measurement time adopted for experimental runs This is described by the equation: 297 
 = 1	!"#$%&      (4) 
where SU is the statistical uncertainty. It depends on the sensitivity (S) of the densitometer as well as 298 
that of the gamma attenuation data 8"#$%& 7 size measured for the multiphase flow (i.e. oil,gas) 299 
mixture over a certain period of time. Therefore, sensitivity is the relative difference between the 300 


























,      (5) 
Where 
  and 
  are respectively the mean gamma count values obtained when the gamma beam 302 
densitometer was calibrated using 100% air and 100% oil. As was reported by Okezue (2013), the 303 
current gamma densitometer attenuation data recordings gave an average statistical uncertainty of 304 
1.70%. Readings were taken at a mean measurement time of 70s per experimental run. Other sources 305 
of error in the measurements are systematic error in the Sodium Iodide (NaI) scintillation radiation 306 
detector and errors arising from the dynamic fluctuation of the gas–liquid two,phase flow field in the 307 
cross,sectional area of the measurement pipe section. It is estimated that the sum total of the error 308 
sources mentioned result in a maximum of 5% uncertainty in the slug lengths measured by the gamma 309 
densitometer. In view of this, error bars have been added to relevant figures to account for these effects. 310 
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311 
The randomness characteristics feature of gamma radiation distorts the output signal, thus providing an 312 
inferior signal quality on the receiving end and hence, the need to filter the raw output signal in order to 313 
improve data quality. For the purpose of this study, the analysis was conducted using MATLAB to filter 314 
the output signals from the gamma densitometer. The “smooth” function was used. It utilizes a moving 315 
average filter (average of 8) aimed towards noise reduction.  Presented in Figs 10(a) and (b) are typical 316 
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321 
Cross,correlation is a standard method which measures the degree to which two signals correlate with 322 
one another with respect to the time displacement that exist between them. The cross,correlation for 323 
similar and identical signal tends towards unity or unity and if they are dissimilar, the cross,correlation 324 
tends to zero or even zero. Assuming two,time series, -*.%, and	/*.%,, where n=0, 1, 2, 3…. N,1, 325 
then the cross correlation coefficient is defined as; 326 


























Where  is the temporal lag. 327 
The filtered signal output from both gamma densitometers are then used for performing a cross,328 
correlation. It is worth noting that a better correlation is achieved if the output of the cross correlation 329 
function result tends towards “1” and no correlation if it tends towards “0”. Fig. 11 shows a clear cross,330 
correlation between the two,time series signal output.  331 
 332 
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Initial experiments were carried out using air and water (8 = 0.001 Pa.s). Since data for air/water 337 
mixtures are widely available, comparing our slug lengths with those in those in the literature will ensure 338 
the reliability of experimental data collected from the experimental rig. Fig. 12(a) shows the slug lengths 339 
we obtained plotted as a function of mixture velocity. It indicates that the measured slug length is 340 
approximately 24,36D with a mean length of 30.6D. This agrees with the work of Pan (2010) who 341 
reported a mean length of 30D with an approximate length of 20,40D for air,water experiments in a 342 
0.0762 m ID horizontal pipe. His investigation further revealed a mean length of 24D for 0.004 Pa.s  oil,343 
air experiments. It is worth noting that experimental observations by previous authors  (Nicholson et al., 344 
1978; Barnea and Brauner, 1985; Fabre and Line, 1992; Dukler and Hubbard, 1975) for air–water 345 
systems in upward vertical and horizontal flows suggest that the average stable liquid slug length is 346 
largely insensitive to the gas and liquid flow rates and depends mainly on the pipe diameter. Previous 347 
authors also reported measured slug lengths within the range of 15—40D with an average slug length 348 
of 30D. We plotted the distribution of slug lengths obtained at 9 = 0.3 − 7	</>	?@	A = 0.2 −349 0.4	</> in Fig. 12(b)  and as can be seen, a  lognormal curve describes the experimental data quite 350 
well. This is consistent with the  findings of (Nydal et al., 1992) who also reported that their 351 































Flow pattern characterization for this investigation was achieved by using High Speed Video camera. 356 
Presented in Table 7 are the flow patterns observed for this study. There are; plug flow, slug flow, 357 
pseudo slug and wavy annular flow patterns. Plug flow and slug flow are both termed as “intermittent 358 
flow”. To begin with, the intermittent flow was observed to dominate the entire flow regime and this is 359 
line with previous findings (Gokcal, 2006, 2008; Zhao, 2014; Archibong, 2015 and Baba et al., 2017). It 360 
is a flow pattern characterised by an intermittency i.e. the alternation of series of liquid slugs (plugs) 361 
largely separated by gas pockets. The distinctive parameter of slug flow pattern from plug flow, is the 362 
presence of pronounced gas entrainments in the former than the latter. The intermittent flow pattern is 363 
closely followed by a transition flow pattern termed as “pseudo slug” (i.e.  transition from intermittent to 364 
wavy,annular flow pattern). It is mostly characterised by large energetic travelling waves. Further 365 
increase in the gas superficial velocity results in the formation of wavy,annular flow pattern  366 
characterised by high gas momentum which sweeps most of the liquid phase around the pipe walls with 367 
a a rolling wave at the interface. It is worth noting that a temporary emulsion formation was observed 368 
during the course of this investigation at relatively very high superficial gas velocities. This occurrence 369 
is due to the agitation of the gas phase (i.e. its tendency in displacing the liquid phase leads to the gas 370 
to been entrained in the liquid phase) and viscosity of the liquid phase. In addition, the high viscosity 371 
property of the liquid makes it difficult for the entrained gas to escape easily and this explains the higher 372 








Fig. 13(a) shows the measured mean slug length plotted as a function of gas superficial velocity for oil 378 
superficial velocities (0.06~0.3 m/s) for varying oil viscosities. The plot shows a strong dependence of 379 
slug length on liquid viscosity as slug body length decreased with increase in liquid viscosity.  The 380 
measured length of slug was in the range of 4,9D with an of average length of 6D as against 8,14D,15,381 
40D,15,27D,12,30D 10,34D and 15,27D ranges obtained respectively by (Al,safran et al., 2011; Dukler 382 
and Hubbard, 1975; Nicholson et al., 1978; Nydal et al., 1992; He, 2002 and Xin et al., 2006). A 383 
comparison of mean slug length plotted as a function of mixture velocity for this study and (Al,safran et 384 
al., 2012) is presented in Fig. 13(b). Most researchers (Hernandez, 2007; Pan, 2010; Gokcal, 2008) 385 






















superficial velocity and liquid superficial velocity). The trend observed corroborates the findings of 387 
(Hernandez, 2007; Pan, 2010; Gokcal, 2008) as can be seen illustrated in Fig.15 where there is an 388 
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Liquid slug length data are generally described by positively skewed distributions (i.e. log,normal 395 
distribution) according to (Van,Hout et al., 2001; Gokcal, 2008; Nydal et al., 1992). In view of this, Easy 396 
Fit software 3.0 was used to determine the mean and standard deviation of the Log,Normal distribution. 397 
Presented in Fig. 14 is the comparison between experimental result and Log,Normal distribution which 398 







Slug length as deduced from our experimental observations and published works is a function of 403 
density, velocity, pipe diameter and fluid properties (i.e. Eq. 8). 404 
D = 	EFG, 	, 	D, 8,			HI (8) 
Carrying out dimensional analysis by applying the Buckingham Pi,theorem yielded the following 405 
dimensionless groups – the mixture Reynolds number, mixture Froude number and viscosity number: 406 D = 	EF0J, 	KL, 		"MI (9) 
Where Re is the Reynolds number defined as 
NOPOQMR . It’s use as a candidate for correlation is 407 
consistent as it captures inertia changes prompted by changes in fluid superficial velocities relative to 408 
viscous forces. In addition, the Reynolds number provides information necessary for categorising the 409 
flow of the two,phase mixture into the laminar or turbulent flow regions. It should be noted that 8	was 410 
used because 8 ≫ 89		 thus making 89		negligible. The Froude number represented by PO!9Q		 is a 411 
dimensionless number which is used in hydrodynamics studies to indicate the influence of gravity on 412 






















gravitational force. Finally, 		"M is the viscosity number, which is defined as MRNO9T/UQV/U captures the 414 
overriding influence of oil viscosity on slug length. Assuming the nature of the functional dependency of 415 
slug length on the dimensional groups is in the form of a power law relationship, we can express Eq. (9) 416 
as follows: 417 
D = 	W	KLX		"MY	0JZ 	          (10) 
 Where the factor W and the indices [, \, and ] are constants to be determined upon correlating with 418 
the acquired experimental dataset using multiple non,linear regression. Therefore, the new correlation 419 
for new mean slug length for high viscosity oil,gas flow is proposed as: 420 
D = 	3.35	KL^.^_		"M6^.	0J^.	 (11) 
Eq. 10 was obtained using the current data and those of (Gokcal, 2008). Notable in the equation is the 421 
relative insensitivity of dimensionless slug length Ls/D to the mixture Froude and Reynolds numbers. 422 
This is consistent with the work of Al,Safran et al. (2013) in which their slug length correlation for 423 
medium viscosity oils was only dependent on the dimensionless viscosity number 		"M . In their 424 
proposed correlation, 		"M  was raised to the exponent ,0.321 compared with the ,0.2 in Eq. 10. 425 
However, slug length decreases monotonically with increase in oil viscosity meaning that a point could 426 




Performance of the proposed slug length prediction model was examined against selected slug length 430 
correlations in the literature. Correlations whose predictive performance were evaluated include; (Brill et 431 
al., 1981; Norris, 1982; Scott et al., 1989; Wang, 2012; Al,safran et al., 2013). Results presented in 432 
Table 15 below shows that all the existing prediction correlations found in the literature over,predict the 433 
average slug length with huge discrepancies. The correlations of (Brill et al., 1981; Norris, 1982; Scott 434 
et al., 1989) over predict obtained experimental data with very wide error margin. This can be attributed 435 
to the fact that there were developed using conventional fluids (i.e. low viscosity liquids (<0.01 Pa.s).  436 
Al,safran et al. (2013) unlike Wang, 2012 performed fairly well even though both were developed and 437 
tested using dataset from the same viscosity range. This can be credited to the fluid properties inherent 438 
in Al,safran et al., 2013 as against Wang, 2012. A comparison of experimental measurements against 439 


































Fig. 16 shows simulations carried out using Eq. (9) to predict the effect of oil viscosity and mixture 449 
Reynolds number on the slug length. Comparisons were made with the experimental data of Al,Safran 450 
et al. (2013) who performed their experiments in a 0.0508,m pipe with oil viscosities of 0.18–0.59 Pa.s. 451 
Also, the current data was compared and as can be seen, there is good agreement as all were within 452 
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Finally, Table 8 shows the results of statistical analysis carried out on the current data, using the 457 
proposed correlation Eq. (9) and those of Brill (1981), Norris (1982), Scott (1989), Wang (2012), and Al,458 
Safran (2013). The statistical parameters a – ab in the table are the relative error, average relative 459 
error, absolute relative error, standard deviation about the relative error, average actual error, and the 460 
standard deviation of the actual error respectively. Their mathematical relationships are defined in the 461 
Appendix. These show that the new correlation produced the least value for each of the statistical 462 
parameters indicating improved prediction on the previous ones and this is due to the fact that previous 463 
correlations were obtained with data at far lower viscosities than those used in our experiments. This 464 
underlines the importance of viscosity and its dominance in closure relationship predictions which can 465 
have a profound effect on the accuracy of flow simulators for heavy oils. In summary, the comparative 466 



























A new set of experimental data for two,phase flow slug length using high,viscosity mineral oil as the 472 
liquid phase and air as the gas phase. The experiments were conducted in a 0.0762 m ID horizontal 473 
pipe using a fast,sampling gamma densitometer) at a frequency of 250Hz. Results show that slug 474 
length decreases with increasing liquid viscosity and is relatively insensitive to changes in the individual 475 
superficial liquid viscosities. However, we find that slug length is very sensitive to changes in liquid 476 
viscosity. The minimum 32D slug length proposed by researchers (Barnea and Brauner, 1985; and 477 
Taitel et al., 1980) for liquid slug length in horizontal pipeline was found to be much shorter once 478 
viscosity exceeds 0.1 Pa.s. For the current viscosity range, 1 – 5.5 Pa.s, the mean slug length was 479 
approximately 6D which is not far from the 10D obtained by Al,Safran et al. (2013) for the range of 0.18 480 
– 0.59 Pa.s.  A performance evaluation of existing correlations was carried out against the present data 481 
and wide discrepancies were revealed. This can be attributed to the use of oil data lower than 1 Pa.s to 482 
derive these models. As a result, a new correlation for slug length was obtained using the current data 483 
with the correlation exhibiting a better prediction of the dataset. It will therefore serve as a significant 484 
improvement for the prediction of heavy oil slug length than previous ones based on low viscous oils.  485 
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486 
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The uncertainty in determining the slug length is given as a relative error which depends on the relative 493 
errors in the translational velocity and the time lag between the two gamma densitometer readings as 494 
follows:  495 
]cc = de] f + e] f (12) 
where ] is the uncertainty in the quantity that follows it. For translational velocity, its uncertainty is 496 






















 is fixed by the cross,correlation procedure which is limited by the sampling rate of each densitometer 498 
which in this case is 250 Hz (or 1/250 = 0.004 s). 499 
0 % )500 
Six statistical parameters were used to evaluate the performance of predictive correlations relative to 501 
the experimental data acquired. These parameters  were also used by several researchers such as 502 
(Gokcal et al., 2009; Al,Safran, 2009a; Kora et al., 2011; Zhao, 2014) and are evaluated based on two 503 
types of errors; actual and relative error defined in Eqs. (15) and (18) respectively. Results are given in 504 
Table 8 and the best performing correlations are those with the least magnitude of the statistical 505 
parameter concerned. They are:   506 
ag = hijklgm&kl − hk$jklhk$jkl ∗ 100 (13) ao = hijklgm&kl − hk$jkl (14) 
Based on the error margin from estimated actual error and relative error above, six other statistical 507 
parameters are defined from Eqs. (15) to (20) 508 












While standard deviation about the relative error is given by: 511 
a_ = d∑ *hg −5gp /," − 1  
 
(17) 
































And finally, the standard deviation of actual errors is given by: 514 
ab = d∑ *ho −5op /s," − 1  
 
(20) 
The average relative error 		a  and the average actual error 		as  are the agreement between the 515 
predicted and measured parameters. Positive numbers indicate over,estimation of the parameter and 516 
vice versa. Individual error can be either positive or negative, and they can cancel each other, masking 517 
the true performance. The average absolute percentage relative error 		a and the average absolute 518 
actual error 		at  do not have masking effect. However, they indicate how large the error is on the 519 
average. The standard deviation		a_	and 		ab  indicate the degree of scattering with respect to their 520 
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Abdulkadir et al., 2016 Oil 525 900 Air 0.067 0 Acrylic 
Flow pattern, slug 
frequency, holdup, slug 
velocity, lengths of liquid 
slug and elongated 
bubble, pressure gradient 
    N/A 
Archibong (2015) Oil 1000( 7500 916 Air 0.0762, 0.0254 0, 30 Acrylic 
Flow pattern, slug 
frequency, holdup, slug 
velocity 
Distribution parameter, 
slug liquid holdup, Slug 
Frequency 
Al(Safran et al., (2013)  Oil 587 ( Air 0.0508 0 Acrylic Slug Frequency Slug Frequency 
Al(Safran et al.,(2005, 
2011, 2013) 
Oil 181(587  Air 0.0508 0 Acrylic Slug length Slug Length 
Brito et al., (2013) Oil 10(180   0.0508   




Farsetti et al, (2014) Oil 900 ( Air 0.0228 







Foletti et al., 2011 Oil 896 886 Air 0.022 0 Plexiglas Pressure Gradient NA 
Gokcal et al., (2010) Oil 181(590 ( Air 0.0508 0 NA ( Slug Frequency 
Gokcal et al. (2006) Oil 181(590 ( 0.022 0 NA Flow pattern NA 
Gokcal (2008) Oil 181(590 (  0.0508 0 NA 
Flow pattern, slug 
frequency, holdup, slug 
velocity, drift velocity and 
slug length 
Slug frequency 
Kora et al., 2011 Oil 
181, 257, 387, 
587 
( Air 0.0508 0 Acrylic Slug Liquid Holdup Slug Liquid Holdup 
Nadler & Mewes 
(1995) 
Oil 14(37  Air 0.059 0  Liquid holdup ( 
























Weisman et al., 1986 
glycerol(
water 
75, 150 ( Air 
0.012, 0.025, 
0.051 
0 ( Flow pattern NA 
Wang, 2012 Oil  15, 28, 57 890 air 0.0508 0, 90 NA 
Slug liquid holdup and 
mean slug length 
Slug liquid holdup and 
mean slug length 






























(Dukler and Hubbard, 1975) Ls = 30D 
(Nicholson et al., 1978) Ls = 15(27D 
(Barnea and Brauner, 1985) Ls = 15(40D 
(Nydal et al., 1992) Ls = 12(30D 
(He, 2002) Ls = 10(34D 
(Xin et al., 2006) Ls = 15(27D 
(Pan, 2010) Ls = 24D 
(Al(safran et al., 2011) 
Present Study 
Ls = 10D 







































  = 1+ 	
 	 −  −   Correlation developed based on observation using Air(Water as test fluids 
(Brill et al., 1981) Alaska Prudhoe Bay field 
data 
ln
 = −3.851 + 0.059  0.3048+ 5.445    0.0254"#.$ 
Correlation only accounted for few parameters (i.e. Mixture velocity and pipe 
diameter) and was developed based on observation using Air and light oil  as test 
fluids 
(Norris, 1982) Modified (Brill et al., 1981) ln  0.3048 = −2.099 + 4.859%ln  0.0254 Simply carried out a modification of  the (Brill et al., 1981) correlation and accounted for just pipe diameter. 
(Gordon and 
Fairhurst, 1987) 
ID = 0.3048 m, 0.4064 m 
and 0.508 m 
 ln  = −3.287 + 4.859√ln + 3.673 + 0.059
 This correlation accounted for just pipe diameter and mixture velocity and mixture velocity 
(Gordon and 
Fairhurst, 1987) 
ID = 0.3048 m, 0.4064 m 
and 0.508 m and 0.588 m 
ln  = −3.287 + 4.859√ln + 3.673 More data points were utilized for this correlation though accounted for only pipe 
diameter. 
(Scott et al., 
1989) 
Alaska Prudhoe Bay field 
data ln  = −26.6 + 28.495    0.0254"#.) Correlation valid for very large diameter pipe data  
(Wang, 2012) 0.0525 m ID pipe, 0.15 to 
0.57 Pa.s. 
 = *10.1 + 16.81 + +,-.−3.57 ∗ 00123 − 5.4345 Cos^2:+ ;<^2:2 "  
Experimental data was sourced from observation using light oil of less than 0.1 
Pa.s  
(Al(safran et al., 
2011) 
Air(oil, ID=0.0508 m, 
0.181 – 0.589 Pa. s 




Accounted for viscosity effects however, only medium oil viscosities were used.  
(Losi et al., 2016) Air(oil; ID = 0.022 m, 
0.037 (0.804 Pa s;  F  = 
0.1( 0.3 m/s and FG = 1.3 
( 2.2 m/s 
 = H IFG + FGJ>FG K 
where FG is the superficial gas velocity corresponding to the 
minimum slug length and the constant A is a function of liquid 
properties (details in Losi et al., 2016) while FGJ is the critical superficial 
gas velocity 

































(Wallis and Dodson, 
1973)
G − L ≥ N OGPQRPS
TSPS UVW	  

Based on an experimental and 
analytical study of transition to slug 
flow in essentially horizontal 
rectangular channels geometry with 
small amplitude waves. K 
experimentally determined to be 0.5 
 
(Taitel, Y. and Dukler, 
1976) 





Can be approximated to ZC = [>.$ 
 
The growth of a finite disturbance on a 
smooth stratified layer in a horizontal 
channel was considered. For an 
infinitesimal disturbance, the value of K 
will be unity due to the overestimation. 
Hence (Taitel, Y. and Dukler, 1976) 
recommended K=O1 − T\]U. The model 
was observed to work reasonably for 
horizontal small diameter pipes using 
air(water flows at atmospheric 
pressure. 
(Mishima and Ishii, 
1980) G − L ≥ N OGPQRPS
TSPS UVW	  
 
(Mishima and Ishii, 1980) obtained K to 
be 0.487 by extension of the stability 
theory of finite(amplitude interfacial 
waves as proposed by (Kordyban and 
Ranov, 1970).This model suits the 
prediction of transition to slug flow in a 
rectangular duct well. 
 
(Lin and Hanratty, 




The application of linear stability theory 
was explored to explain the onset of 
slugging. A Good agreement was 
established between the linear stability 
analysis and observations of the 
initiation of slugs in horizontal pipes. K 
was taken to be 0[, , G 	3 




Where K=O1 − T\]U,  
A modified form of  (Taitel, Y. and 
Dukler, 1976) 




< N aB[ − BCb
 B − BCBBC Xcde: H	_H/_ℎf
)>
 
Ng = h1 − ijg − ig
>B − BCBBC Xcde: H	_H/_ℎk
)/>
 
 ijg = B[ + BCbB[ + Bb  
 
ig = 
lmlb"gL,gGI lmln"gL,o −  lmln"gL,oK
 
 
Considered a long wavelength 
interfacial instabilities and their growth. 































Where K=O1 − T\]Ut 
Modified the coefficient (K) value of the 
(Taitel, Y. and Dukler, 1976) model. 
This model is best suited for relatively(
low pressure flows in large(diameter 
pipes with n=2 
  





A theoretical relationship developed for 
the wave height in a stratified wavy 
flow regime using the concept of total 
energy balance over a wave crest 
considering the shear stress acting on 
the interface of two fluids. K was found 










A more general expression for the 
onset of slug criterion derived from 
singular points and neutral stability 
conditions of the transient 1(D 
equations of two fluid model presented. 
K was given as 

















1 1.293 Air 0.017 0.033 0.3(9.0 ( 
2 ≈ 1000 Water 1 0.029 0.06(0.4 ( 






Superficial liquid velocity ±0.5 
Superficial gas velocity ±2.1 
Liquid viscosity ± 1 
Pressure drop ± 2 


























Nomenclature Flow Condition Video image 
















































Film region Plug Body 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Exp. data (1-5 Pa.s)
Lognormal fit
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